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Introduction  

The distribution of medications is a critical step in the cycle of Hospital Pharmaceutical Service, as 

well as the management of points of stock of medicines present in places outside the hospital pharmacy [1]. 

Locals like satellite pharmacies, wards and crash carts stand out. The crash cart is a famous peripheral stock, 

used to support cardiorespiratory arrest, and requires great reliability, so that, at the time of use, all the 

necessary supplies are present, organized, and valid [2,3]. The objective of this work is to analyze the 

standardization and management of medicines for crash carts in a hospital in the city of Rio de Janeiro. 

 

Material and Methods  

The study was carried out in a municipal hospital in the city of Rio de Janeiro. After reviewing the 
literature, data was collected on the unit's crash carts. A consultation was also carried out with the 
multiprofessional team on medications used at the time of cardiorespiratory arrest. Active search for drug 
requests for crash carts was also accomplished. 

Based on this, a new standardization list, spreadsheets, and a standard operating procedure for the 
control of batches and validity of medications were prepared, together with seal control.  
 

Results and Discussion   

The analysis made it possible to observe some non-conformities in the control of the medication 
stock, such as the lack of seals in crash carts, the lack of stock control spreadsheets and the lack of 
standardization of medications for the entire hospital. These measures were designed to assist in ensuring 
patient safety in the hospital unit in a simple and inexpensive manner, following the guidelines of 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 
 

Conclusion  

  It was observed that the standardization and management of crash carts in the studied hospital 
presented weaknesses that were the target of the proposals of this study, highlighting the creation of a single 
sealing and stock control spreadsheet for all sectors, of a standard operating procedure for crash carts 
opening and replacement routine and a new standardization proposal for the hospital unit in question. 
Actions taken despite being simple, corroborate the context of low budget and have greater chances of being 
successful in the future. All measures were designed to contribute to concrete form with the guarantee of 
patient safety and the rational use of medicines. The main limitations of the study were to propose a 
standardization that meets all sectors as much as possible, since it is a general hospital with several 
specialties; and the difficulty in bringing together representatives of teams from each sector, with the 
objective of listing medications according to the individual needs of the services. Future studies should be 
carried out in order to implement the suggested changes and assess whether the new routine improved the 
unit. 
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